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This paper is devoted to determine the minimal length of expressions of an isometry in a 
symplectic group Sp,( V) by a product of transvections under the assumption that V is an n-ary 
nonsingular alternating space over a quasi semilocal semihereditary ring with 2 as a unit. 
Introduction 
Let o be a quasi semilocal semihereditary ring, i.e., o is a commutative ring with 
1 which has finitely many maximal ideals {Ai1 itz f} and the localization o,, by any 
maximal ideal Ai is a valuation ring. We assume 2 is a unit in 0. Vis an n-ary free 
module over o with a nonsingular symmetric alternating form. Sp,( k’) or Sp( V) is 
the symplectic group on V. An element o of Sp( V) is called an isometry. If o# 1 
fixes a submodule of V which contains a hyperplane then we call it a transvection 
and the set of transvections is denoted by S. 
For a submodule U of V, if there exist n vectors xl, . . . ,x7, . . . ,x, such that 
U=OX~@~~~@OX, and V=Ox,~~~~~Ox,~~~~~Ox,, then we call U a subspace 
of V and r the dimension of U; r is denoted by dim U. 
Let U be a subspace of V. We call U a line if dim U= 1, a plane if dim U= 2, and a 
hyperplane if dim U = n - 1. 
In the present paper we shall determine the minimal length I(o) of an expression 
of any isometry o in Sp( V) by a product of elements in S. The result is 
/(a)=n-dor n-d+ 1, 
where d is the rank of a maximal subspace of V which is contained in the fixed 
module of CJ. In this paper, set-theoretic difference of A and B will be written A -B. 
M@N is a direct sum of modules M and N. 
Clearly, this is a generalization of my paper [5]. 
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1. Statement of the theorem 
For i in I, let Xi or - be the canonical homomorphism from 0 onto 6 = O/A,. We 
use the same notation ni or - to denote the canonical map from V onto V= V/Ai V. 
We define canonically .?+g =x+Y, df = 7Z? and XJJ = v for x, y in V and a in 0. 
Since V is nonsingular, P is an n-ary nonsingular alternating space over the field 6. 
For o in Sp(v) we define b in Sp( V) by bX=aX, XE V. Then the canonical map 
Xi or - from Sp( V) to Sp( V) defined by Xi(o) = CT is a group homomorphism. 
For a subset U of V, U* = {XE VJ xl/= 0). For submodules CJ and W of V, U I W 
means UW= 0 and Ufl W= (0). For a submodule CJ of V, if the linear map of U 
into its dual space U” defined by x-(x, ) is an isomorphism, then we say U is 
nonsingular. . 
Now, with these notations, we state our theorem. For CJ E Sp( V) let V, be the fixed 
module of a, i.e., V,= (xe VJox=x} and d=min(dim~OJi~Z}. We define 
I(o)=Oforo=l. 
Theorem. For a in Sp,( V) we have the following (- denotes xi). 
(i) For each in 2, if@= 1 or b*# 1, then I(a)=n-d. 
(ii) Zf I(a) # n - d, then I(a) = n - d+ 1. 
2. Transvections and preliminary lemma 
Let a E o, x, y E V. Assume V=JJ*@ OX. Then a linear map r on Vdefined by t = 1 
on y* and 7x=x+ ay is a transvection on V if ay#O, otherwise it is the identity map 
on V. r is denoted by rho,,. 
For each i in I, Xi or ’ denotes the canonical homomorphism of 0 into OA, which 
carries an element a of o to the class a’ of o,, represented by a/l. 
Therefore, for a and b in 0, a’= 6’ if and only if ca = cb for some c in 0 - Ai. We 
use the same notation Xi or ’ to denote the canonical homomorphisms V+ OA, V or 
SP(V*SP(Ql,U. 
Lemma 2.1. Let i be in I. For u and v in V, if u’= v’ then cu = cv for some c in 
O-Ai. 
Proof. Let {x~} be a base for V. We write U= C;= ,aIxk and v= I;=, bnxi, 
aA, bA E o. Then u’= v’ implies a; = bi for each 1. Hence ciaA = cAbi. for some CA in 
OvAi. Put C=flCi.. C1 
3. Proof of (i) of the theorem 
For i in f, throughout this paper, - denotes R,, ’ denotes xi and Ei denotes an 
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element in 0 with KiE;= 1 and njei= 0 forj# i; in fact, such Ei exists by the Chinese 
Remainder Theorem. 
Lemma 3.1. Let {Es ) 1 s ss r} be r hyperpianes of V, then 
dim fi E,zn-r 
*= I
for any i in I. 
Proof. Take any i in I. If r= 1, then the lemma is clear. So let r> 1. Write 
D= n:;; E,and E=E,. We suppose dimDzn-r+ 1 and show dimDnErn-r, 
which gives us the lemma by induction on r. 
To avoid the complexity of notations, we write d= n - r+ 1. Take a base 
12 ,, . . . ,&} for D where xl, . . . . xd are in D. Since E is a hyperplane, we have 
V= E + ox, x E V. Hence we may express X~ = uA + aAx, uA E E and aA E o for each 
I = 1, . . ..d. 
If a; = 0 for all L, then we have an element c in o -A i with Cal = 0 for all L. Hence 
CX~ = cul is contained in Dn E, and so Dfl E = B. Consequently, dim Dfl E> n - r. 
Next, we treat the case that at least one a; # 0. Since oA, is a valuation ring, we 
may assume a’, divides any a; in OA,. Put a>=(b;/ci)a; for some bA in 0 and c1 in 
o -Ai. Then (cAaJ’=c;ai= b;a’, =(bAa,)‘. Hence elcdaA=elbial for some eA in 
o -Ai. Put vA=eAclxl-eAbAx,. Then vg is in DnE. Since cl, el are in 0 -Ai, we 
have dimDnEzd- 1 =n-r. Cl 
Corollary 3.2. I(a) L n - d. 
Proof. Consider that transvections fix hyperplanes. Apply the lemma. Cl 
By the corollary it suffices to show I(o) zsn - d. The proof will proceed by 
induction on n -d. 
Lemma 3.3. Let U be a submodule of V. If P= Ofor aN i in I, then V= iJ. 
Proof. Let V=~~~,ox~.Takeu~~inUwith~~=#~~foriinIand1in{l,...,n}. 
Put ud= CisleiUiA. Then u1 is contained in iJ and R~ =tsi for each i and 1. This 
means x1 - Us is in A V, where A =fli,,Ai. So, we may write 
x~=u2.+ i al,x,, a,,EA. 
II=1 
Put M= {a+). Then we have [(u,, . . . ,u,) =‘(x,, . . . ,x&E-M), E is the identity 
matrix. Since E-M is invertible, we have V= CJ. •i 
Let n-d= 0. Then by the lemma we have V= V,,. Therefore, 0 = 1 and we have 
I(o) = 0 = n - d, whence there is nothing to do. 
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So, let II -d>O, i.e., of 1. We shall show that there exists r in S such that 
min{dim~,~i~Z}~d+l,and,foreachiinZitholdsthat~=lor~~#l,which 
will imply Z(ra) s n - (d + 1) by induction on n -d, and so l(o) 5 n -d as we desire. 
Definition. We define the following sets: 
Z,={i~Z~d*fl}, 
Z2= {iEZlb= 1 and a’# I}, 
Zs={ieZ(b= 1 and cr’= 1). 
We have Z=Z, +I,+ Z, (direct sum) by assumption of (i) of the theorem. 
Lemma 3.4. Let o be a field and a2 # 1. Then there exist x and v in V such that 
(a) v = (a - 1)x, 
(b) vx#O, 
(c) if we define T = 7% “, then ru = 1 or (r~)~# 1. 
Proof. See Lemma 2.2 of Ishibashi [4]. q 
Corollary 3.5. Let i be in I,. Then there exist xi and vi in V such that 
(a) Vi= (O- l)Xij 
(b) ViXiGAi, 
(c) if we write T= r,,_ ,,, then rb = 1 of (ta)*# 1. 
Proof. Since iEZl, we have b2# 1. Apply the lemma. Cl 
Lemma 3.6. Let o be a valuation ring with the maximal ideal A. Zf rs # 1 and d = 1, 
then there exist x and y in V and p in o such that 
(a) (o- I)x=PY, 
(b) yxeA, 
(c) (Q- 1)VCPV. 
Proof. Let V= 01; =, OX~, xi E V. Since o is a valuation ring, we may write for each 
lE{l,...,n} 
(o - l)x~ = agl, a*Eo, yrE V-AV 
(in fact al E A, since d = 1). Since o # 1, at least one aL, say al, is not zero. Again, 
since o is a valuation ring, we may assume al divides all aA’s. Put p = al. Then by the 
choice of aI we have (c). Next, since V is nonsingular, there exists x, with ylx, @A. 
Here, to simplify the notations, we write xl = u, yt = v, xfl = w and yr = z. Further we 
may write a,, =pe, e E O. Namely, (a - 1)u =pv and (a - 1)w =pez. 
Let 6, c be variables in 0, and put 
x=bu+cw and y=bv+cez. 
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Then (a) holds and also the equation 
yx= bzvu+ bc(vw+ezu) + c2ezw. 
Now, we shall show that we can choose 6, c in o so that yxe.4, i.e., we shall show 
(b). 
First, we note that by the choice of xfl we have 
VWGA. (1) 
If vugA then let b= 1 and c=O. So, from now on weassume vucA. If eeA then 
let b=c= 1. If eeA and zw~,4 then let b=O and c= 1. Finally, if ebA and zweA, 
letting b = c= 1, we have 
yx= vw + ezu mod A. (2) 
On the other hand, we have 
O=f~w~7u- wu=(w+pez)(u+pv)- wu 
=pwv+pezu+p2ezv 
=p(wv-tezu+pezv). (3) 
Suppose yx were in A. By (2) we write 
vw+ezu=b, beA. (4) 
Using (3) and (4), we have 
0 = a, (b - 2vw + aezv). (5) 
If a,ezvEA, then by (1) b-2vw+a,ezv@A, i.e., it is a unit. Hence al =0 by (5), 
which implies Q= 1, a contradiction. So it must be that a,ezv$A, in particular 
(I~ bA. But this is impossible, because b= 1. Thus in each case we have a contra- 
diction. Therefore, yx@A, this is (b). 0 
Corollary 3.7. Let i be in 12. Then there exist Xi andyi in V, a in Ai, c in 0 - Aisuch 
that 
(a) (Q- l)Xi=U_Yi> 
(b) YiXi e A it 
(c) (a- l)cVCaV, 
(d) d< dim V,,+ OXi. 
Proof. Put Q = cr’. Then we have Q # 1 and 0 = 1, since ic Zz. Applying the lemma to 
Q, we havep in oA,, x and y in oA,Vsatisfying conditions analogous to (a), (b) and (c) 
of the lemma. Put p = a’/b’, a E o and b E o -A ;. Multiplying p, x and y by a 
suitable element in (o -Ai)‘, we may assume p = II’ and x, y are in V’. Write x= u’ 
and y= v’, u, YE V. Then by conditions (a) and (b), we have (a’- l)u’=a’v’ and 
v’u’@A:. Hence ((a- I)u)‘= (av)’ and vugAi. Applying Lemma 2.1, we have 
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(a - l)eu = aev for some e in o - A i. Put xi = eu and yi = ev. Then we have (a) and (b) 
of the corollary. 
Next, condition (c) of the lemma implies (a’- l)V’Ca’oA,V. Since V’ is finite- 
dimensional, this implies that (a’- 1)f’V’Ca’V for some f in o-A,. Thus, 
applying Lemma 2.1 again, we have (c) for some c in o -Ai. 
Finally we show (d). Suppose XiEV,. Then we can write x, = z + u where z E V, 
and UEA~V. Since by(b) we havey,xitEAi, it holds thaty;zdA;. Puts=yiz. On the 
other hand, we know ((a - 1) V) V,,= 0. Hence we have ayiz = us = 0. Therefore (c) 
implies cs(a - 1) V= usV= {0}, which contradicts to in I,. 0 
Lemma 3.8. Let i be in I. For x and v in V, if VX~ Ai, we have ?= 3* and 
V=P@ObR. 
Proof. Since PC Y* is clear, we show the converse. Take any t in V*, ze V. Hence 
IV = 0. Put a = zv and b =xv. Then (I E Ai and b t Ai. Take C= b-’ modulo Ai. Then 
bcz-acxEv*andt=bcz-acx. Thus v*c1;“andsop=Y*. 
Next, since VX#O, it is obvious that P= V*@bX Hence the lemma holds. 0 
Lemma 3.9. Let i be in I. Suppose cv = awforaino, cino-A;, andv, win V. If 
wx$ Ai for some x in V, then we have Y= v* + Ox. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.8 we have p=~m. Therefore it suffices to show PCC. 
Take any z in w*. Choose s in o with SC= 1 modAi. Then, by sczv=sazw=O, we 
have scz in v*. Clearly ~=scZ. Hence W*C?. 0 
Lemma 3.10. Let i be in 13. Then for any v in (a- l)V we have P=?. Further, 
there exists xi in V with d < dim V, + OXi. 
Proof. Since ieI,, we have ts’= 1. This means ((0 - 1) V)‘=O. Since V is finite- 
dimensional, this implies (cr- l)cV=O for some c in o -Ai. Let v be any vector in 
(a-1)V. Socv=O.Takeany.zin Vandchooseeino-AiwithCP=l.ThenZ=ZE 
and cez is contained in v*. Thus we have 8=p. 
The second part is clear, since we have d < n. q 
Now, using these lemmas, we shall prove (i) of the theorem. For each i in I, we 
take such Xi in V as in Corollaries 3.5, 3.7 and Lemma 3.10. 
We put X= Cie,EiXi, vi= (a- l)xi and V= (CI - 1)x. (Ei has been defined in the 
beginning of this section.) 
First, since V&o- 1)V) = (01, we have 
v,c v*. 
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and 
d<dim V,_,+ ox. (8) 
If i is in I,, then by Corollary 3.5 we have v;~,dA; and so VXCA;. Hence by 
Lemma 3.8 P=p@dX >v,@aX, which implies (7) and (8). 
If i is in I*, then by Corollary 3.7 we can write cv= aw for some a in o, c in 
o -Ai, and w in V with WX~A;. Hence by Lemma 3.9 we have (7). As for (8), it is 
induced by (d) of Corollary 3.7. 
Finally, if i is in Is, then Lemma 3.10 gives (7) and (8). 
Thus we have proved (6), (7) and (8) for X, v. Therefore, if we apply Lemma 3.3 to 
(7), then we have 
v= v*+ ox. (9) 
Now, for each i in I, by (6) - (9) we can take d vectors uil, Ui2, .. . , Uid in V, and 
n-d- 1 vectors Uid+r,*-.rUin_d_r in V+ suchthat {ai~,Rjl~~~n-l) isabasefor 
~.P~utu~=~~,~~,u~~.Then{~~,~~l~l~n-l}isabasefor CforeachiinZ. 
Lemma 3.11. Let u I, . . . , u, be vectors in V. For each i in I, if P= @$=, da,, then 
v=@;=,ou~. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.3, we know V= I;‘, ouA. Hence we show the linear 
independence of { uA} over o. Suppose aIuI + **. + a,,~“= 0. aI E 0, with at least one 
nonzero coefficient, say al. We take a maximal ideal Ai which contains the 
annihilator of al. Then a’, # 0 in oA,. Since o,, is a valuation ring, we may assume a’, 
divides all a>. So we have 
a’~(u;+(b$/C>)u>+*.*)=O, bAEO> CAEO-Ai. 
Hence we have 
al(e,u,+e2u2+*.*)=0, eAEo, elEo-Ai. 
Since V= @;= 1 ba, is nonsingular, we have a vector v in V with ii;3 = 1 and 60 = 0 
forI#l. Putb=(e,u,+e,u,+...)v. ThenbEo-A;andatb=O, whichcontradicts 
the choice Of Ai. 0 
By the lemma, {ur,..., u,_ ,,x) is a base for V. Put U= &‘Zf uA. Then 
V= U@OX. Since V is nonsingular, we may choose a vector y in V with y*= U, 
U* = oy and xy = 1. Since Uv = { 0}, this implies v = ay for some a in O. 
Hence we can define r= 7,. _,,,,. Then UC V,. Since oul@~~~@oudc Un V,, we 
see oul @.~~@oudC V,,. Moreover, by direct computation we see 70x=x, i.e. 
oxc V,,. Therefore, for each i in I, we have 
dimF,rd+ 1. 
Finally, we show we have E= 1 or EY2# 1. 
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If i is in I,, then by (c) of CoroHary 3.5 we have EY= rf, ,,B = rx,.o,b = 1 or EY2# 1. 
If i is in I2 or f,, then we have ~7 = 1. So iJi= 0. Therefore f= ‘T~,,~,= 1, and 
consequently 55 = 1. 
Thus, we can apply induction on n -d to rcr and have I(ro) = n - (d+ 1). Hence 
I(a) 5 n-d. We have completed the proof for (i) of the theorem. 
4. Proof of (ii) of the theorem 
Since I(o) > n - d, it suffices to show I(o) 5 n - d + 1. We shall reduce the case to 
the first by the following lemmas. 
Lemma 4.1. There exists u base (xl, . . . ,xd, . . . ,x,,) for Vsuch that {xl, . . . ,xd} C V,, 
whered=min{dim~DIiEI}. 
Proof. For each i in Z, we take vectors Xii, . . . ,xid, . . .I X/n in V such that Xii, . . . ,xid are 
contained in V,, and {Rit, .. . ,Xin) is a base for p. Put XI = CialEiXil. Then by Lemma 
3.11, {x~ IlsI in} is the desired one. 0 
Put D = @f= I OX,. Then for each i in I we have D* =o*, since I’ is nonsingular. 
Lemma 4.2. For any a E Sp( V) there exists r E S such that: 
(a) dcmin{dim~,IiEI}. 
(b) Foreach iEZ, 3= 1 orz2# 1. 
Proof. Let J= {iElla+ 1 and b2= I}. Then for eachjoJ we have 
P= Va J_ P_, and 7_a # (0). 
In particular, P_, contains a nonsingular plane. We take Xj,_VjE P_, with _.VjXj# 0 for 
each ~EJ. Since DC I’,, we have DC%. Further, since TC v8, we have 
DC r,. Hence (v8)*Cb*. Since (p&*= Y_, and D*=o*, we have P_,,CD*. 
This allows us to assume that yj is contained in D*. Choose any VED* and UE V 
with a unit VU. Further, let 6~ o with Xi(b) =0 for iEJ and I for iE I-4 and aE 0 
with n;(a)= 1 for iEJand 0 for ill-J. 
After taking these elements {xj, _Yj, u, v, b, a}, we define 
X= C EjXj+bU and _Y = C Ej_Yj + bv. 
JEJ JEJ 
Then T = tXU,. is the desired one. Because, first, yx is a unit and so V=y*@ox, 
whence r is well defined. Second, since a=0 for ie 1-J, it holds that E= @ for 
iE Z-J. Further, by a direct computation, for Jo J we see To2x=R+ 29, whence 
Ta*# 1 for ~EJ. Thus (b) holds. 
Finally, since yED*, (a) holds. Cl 
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Taking such r as in Lemma 4.2, then for each in I we have 55= 1 or Ef2# 1. 
Hence applying (i) of the theorem we have 470) 5 n - d and so f(a) I n - d + 1. Thus, 
we have completed the proof of (ii) of the theorem. 
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